Abstract-Node mobility and physical channel effects cause the quality of links in wireless networks to fluctuate randomly. At the network layer, these changes are accommodated by the control information (overhead) of routing protocols. We provide lower bounds on the minimum average control overhead of deterministic routing protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental problem for a mobile ad-hoc network is to reliably transfer a message between a source and sink(s), in the presence of uncertain network connectivity and link quality. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) have received a great deal of interest from networking researchers, primarily due to their "infrastructure-free" [1] viewpoint. Typical examples of MANETs include [2] mobile users, such as vehicle on highways, communicating without recourse to fixed wireless infrastructure. MANET nodes are mobile and the connectivity pattern of the network is dynamic. We use the term topology to refer to node connectivity and link quality throughout the network from the network layers perspective. Developing new routing protocols to control packet movement in dynamic networks is an active research area. An implicit assumption of this work is that topology change is driven by node movement. That is, "random" node movement produces "random" network connectivity.
Fixed network routing protocols can assume all routers have a sufficient description of the underlying network, either through global or decentralized routing tables. However, dynamic wireless networks do not easily admit such topology state knowledge. The inherent randomness of the topology ensures the minimum overhead associated with routing in MANETs is greater than of fixed networks. It is therefore of interest to know how small routing overhead can be made for a given routing strategy and random topology.
Uncertainty in network topology has been examined from the viewpoint of an "unreliable, but fixed" network, where links fail unexpectedly [3, Chapter 7] . Recent work [4] considered the overhead associated with a routing protocol which reliably transferred packets despite links disappearing randomly. Several authors [5] From an information theoretic perspective, most work has focussed on the maximum throughput of a network, see for example [6] [7] [8] [9] and most recently [10] . In deriving capacity results, each work dealt with a specific method of communication -a protocol. Unlike point-to-point channels, the capacity question for even the simplest networks, with an arbitrary communication strategy, is difficult [11] . Rather than focus on throughput capacity questions, we focus on modelling protocols and deriving protocol information. How much information does a protocol generate? Gallager in [12] was the first to consider protocol information. Zhou and Abouzeid in [13] and [14] have considered lower bounds for routing overhead in hierarchical networks.
Our intention is to apply principles from Information Theory to develop fundamental limits on the overhead requirements of routing protocols, and to relate these limits to topology uncertainty. We develop the concept of errors for routing devices, and provide a measure for how routing errors occur because of "noise" when estimating the network topology. We pose the following questions to motivate the remainder of the paper: Given a network with a random topology, such as may occur with random node movement, if 1) the source is given the correct route, what is the minimum additional information (eg. packet headers) which it must supply to the intended relays to ensure correct operation? 2) the source is uncertain of the correct route, how will routing errors manifest, and how may they be controlled?
Through the remainder of this paper we will focus exclusively on MANETs with our motivation being random node movement. However, this work can be easily applied to any network whose topology can be described by a stationary random process. This paper is arranged as follows: Section II develops a mathematical model for switched packet routing that incorporates uncertainty in network topology. This model is used in section III to define bounds on the minimum average routing overhead. We then simulate these bounds for a 20 node MANET using a least cost routing strategy. Section IV defines routing errors, and presents and simulates a simple error reduction scheme. We draw conclusions in Section V. A deterministic router takes a topology w and produces a unique decision x which defines the packet route. If the routing protocol is ambiguous, eg. two paths of equal least cost, we force the router to choose one path every time, eg. lowest node index first. The router output is a sub-graph of the original topology w. It is clear that for a given source-destination pair, many topologies will have the same route decision x. In this way, each decision x may be considered as a label for a set of equivalent topologies. The labels form a partition on the space of possible topologies. The underlying topology can only effect routing actions "through" these partitions.
We may collect the labels into an alphabet of potential routing decisions. In the nomenclature of information theory we refer to this as a codebook, and the router behaves as an encoder. A deterministic routing protocol operating on a finite topology space Q must have a finite route alphabet. We denote this alphabet of possible routes by A:
A (2) where wi corresponds to a particular network topology, and Q0I IClN2 (3) is the total number of possible network topologies. Topologies are drawn at random according to a probability law2 P(w).
'This restriction can be lifted to include countable or uncountable cost sets. 2For a general stationary (topology) random process, one should consider the Kolmogorov model, see [15] . However, since the routing schemes we consider are memoryless and non-anticipating, and we wish only to present the idea that routes are "encodings" of the topology, we restrict ourselves to an independent and identically distributed random topology process.
In situations of practical interest the total number of routes will be far less than the total number of topologies, that is 1AK" KQ.
As an example, consider the following (toy) network of three nodes,
where Adj is the adjacency matrix for the network, and c(vi, vj) denotes the link cost from node vi to node vj.
Equivalently, the network may be considered in terms of the graph in Figure 1 . Suppose each link cost is chosen from the set C = {oo, 1}. The following f:Q -vA, f(w) =a (7) The probability of a particular routing decision ai C A for routing protocol f, is given by the probability of the corresponding partition Qf. That is, it is the probability that a network topology appears that has ai its label.
A protocol only observes route changes when the network topology changes from some partition Qi to another partition Qj, for i Z j. So individual topology changes are not necessarily distinguishable at the "route level" and we need not differentiate topologies that fall within the same partition.
Since we have assumed the topologies appear independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with probability P in time, the routing decisions must also appear i.i.d. with probability Pf(ai) = P(Qi), ai C A (8) in time. The source node v, needs to provide sufficient control information so that when the relay node v, receives the packet, it can decode the packets route error free. Let there be a unique codeword for each route ai C A. Since the codeword will be followed directly by the packets data payload, we cannot use any codeword which is a prefix of another codeword. That is, we must be able to tell where the packets header stops and where the payload begins. Let xi denote the codeword of route ai and let Ii denote its length. The route codebook X is the set of all codewords xi. Give X to each node in the network. The average length of the codeword inserted into the packet header is then:
Suppose each relay node does not have access to any side information about the route decision. The minimum average codeword length, or average overhead, of any coding scheme is lower bounded by:
I > H(X) (10) where H(X) is the entropy of the routing decision process, and is given by [16 entropy and therefore same lower bound on route overhead. Equation (10) provides a lower-bound on any method of compressing route control information. In many situations it is possible to achieve this lower bound, however, we must code over successive routing decisions. That is, the source node v, must non-causally encode the future route selections.
Nonetheless, there exists a symbol-by-symbol prefix-free coding scheme that is guaranteed to achieve the following average code length [17, Chapter 3]:
H(X) < I < H(X) + 1
We simulate a MANET with 20 nodes, and estimate the routing overhead for least cost path routing between nodes vI and v2. No other side information is provided to the nodes. We plot the decision entropy H(X) for a number of network topology entropies Hp(w), and define network topology entropy by: Figure 2 we selected every link cost i.i.d. using q. A similar result occurs if only the outgoing links from the source node are examined. Figure III shows the decision entropies vs the transition probability of the links. The least cost routing strategy reduced its lower bound on average packet overhead length by four bits when topology randomness was restricted to outgoing links from the source node. (We have still managed to increase the entropy in every partition by only focussing on the outgoing links of the source node). 
IV. RELIABLE ROUTING DECISIONS
Suppose the source node v, is given a noisy topology estimate T. This situation may occur if routers use a (noisy) location based routing scheme [18, 19] , or the network is highly dynamic. Since the router decision is based on T, the decision y will be a noisy version of the true decision x, with some joint probability Px,y (y,x). This situation is depicted in Figure 4 . From this joint distribution, we may define a new "conditional" routing protocol g that operates on the same topology space Q and same route alphabet A, see [20, Chapter 5] . The distance between the noiseless f and noisy g routing protocols is [16, Chapter 4] where Qf ACQ' is the symmetric difference between the sets Qf and QC [20] : QifAQg = (Qf UcQ) -(f n cQg) (17) Equation (16) defines the probability of route error, Pe Pr(f 7& g), that is, the probability an incorrect route is selected, given the router used noisy topology information. By Fano's inequality [17, Chapter 4.3] , Pe is bounded away from zero if H(X Y) > 0. As an immediate consequence, to achieve reliable routing, we must design routing protocols such that this distance is zero.
A simple scheme to reduce the probability of error without altering the routing strategy, is to repeat packets. We assume the probability of error P, > 0. The probability of choosing a correct route is (1 -Pe). Suppose we repeat the packet once. The probability of both packets making a route error is (Pe)(Pe) = P2. For n repeats the probability of error is PE(n) = (pe)n. Where PE(n) is the probability of all n route decision being made in error. Since 0 < Pe < 1, liMn,O PE(n) -) 0. Because we only care if no packet chooses the correct route. With this scheme we would expect an exponential decrease in PE (n) with increasing n. Repeating is floods packets over time. Independence of network topologies ensures independence in the selected paths, and thus the increased robustness. This independence is analogous to the spatial path set selection techniques of [21] .
We now demonstrate the repeat packet scheme and show that it improves the reliability of the packet selecting the correct route. In each plot the MANET has 20 nodes. We consider a network using a least cost routing strategy. No other side information is provided. The network entropy arises by choosing each link cost i.i.d. from the cost set, C = {1, 5,10, xoo} using a distribution q. Figure IV We plot PE(n) for n = 1,2,4,8 and 16 verses link error probability c. As we decrease Hp(w) (moving from qa to qb)
there is a corresponding decrease in the growth rate of the "uncoded" packet error probability. For each repeat length we see the expected decrease in route selection error rate. Note how the probability of routing error does not go to one as ce ,.
V. CONCLUSION Randomness in MANET topologies can be quantified and its effects defined using entropy-based measures. We have described routing decisions as random processes that are codings of the underlying network topology, and discussed the role of topology and route entropies. We presented general lower bounds on route overhead which are based on the underlying distribution of the network topology. Finally, we presented a framework in which route decision uncertainty can be analyzed.
